COLLECTION: MADELINE DINSMORE COLLECTION

ACCESSION NUMBER: 956 65

DONOR: Virginia Couper and Norman Dudley Johnson

DATE OF GIFT: 1977

SIZE: .25 lf

INCLUSIVE DATES: World War I Era

BIOGRAPHICAL AND SUBJECT SUMMARY:

Madeline I. Dinsmore (1874-1948) a well-to-do invalid of Edgartown, Massachusetts and Stadtensburg on Hudson, New York, collected clippings on World War I particularly cartoon and humorous sayings. She also acquired a vast number of books on the First World War.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION AND ARRANGEMENT:

The clippings are in a scrapbook and several folders, and the books have been removed to the library.

RESTRICTIONS: None

LOCATION: Vault - upper level

COLLECTION REGISTER AVAILABLE: no